Novel methodology to determine the optimal energy storage location in a microgrid and address power quality and stability

Abstract
In this paper, new voltage sensitivity indexes are proposed to search and evaluate the candidate buses in a microgrid, where the energy storage systems can be installed to contribute most effectively to the system. These indexes are derived from the inverse Jacobian matrix from the Newton-Raphson power flow analysis. After calculating and evaluating these indexes for the studied microgrid, four candidates’ buses are selected. To verify that the selected buses are the best, the selected cases are simulated in PSCAD. The results from the proposed methodology and case studies have a consistent conclusion that the proposed voltage sensitivity indexes imply potential candidates for energy storage locations. Finally, by running a 24-hour time-sequence simulation of the complete system modeled in PSCAD, the best location is confirmed.

Introduction
Microgrids are receiving much attention recently because of their ability to provide higher energy surety, quality, and security while also providing sustainability and energy efficiency. A microgrid is defined as a network of loads and local generations (distributed generations), as well as energy storage systems. Mainly, the presence of energy storage systems enables microgrids to regulate their voltage and frequency while the system operates in various modes, such as when a microgrid is islanded from the utility grid. Further, due to the increasing penetration of renewable energy, which brings power intermittency into the microgrid, maintaining the system at a stable mode of operation is an issue.

Various researchers are focusing on power management and control strategies of energy storage systems within microgrids to improve a system’s stability. However, in addition to the controls, the physical placement of energy storage elements in the system must be studied. A few papers discuss this issue from different perspectives. Paper [1] investigated the optimal implementation of distributed storage resources in IEEE® 123 node distribution test system with intelligent load shedding scheme to minimize the societal costs of blackouts. Papers [2–3] proposed and developed a new software planning tool from the aspect of overall network costs for distribution networks to define the placement, rating, and control strategies of distributed storage systems. In paper [4], the quantitative voltage stability index is proposed and improved in the IEEE 14 bus system by adding superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) systems. Genetic algorithm is adopted to solve the optimal locations for SMES. Paper [5] focuses on the use of energy storage with smart PV inverters in a distribution system, and assesses the impact of the placement and voltage regulation on the profitability of energy storage. A genetic algorithm-based approach is proposed in paper [6] to optimize the placement of a hybrid PV-Wind-Storage system in order to maximize the annual net profit.

This paper is a follow-up work to [9] that studied the generation capacity sizing to ensure power quality. In this paper, a technique is introduced to find the best location for an energy storage system in a microgrid to support the voltage and frequency profile. A voltage sensitivity study is conducted and four sensitivity indexes derived from Jacobean matrix are proposed and adopted to determine the candidate locations for energy storage devices. Various scenarios and cases are discussed, simulated, and compared for all the selected candidates in the proposed microgrid. Finally, the utility power quality indexes are calculated for various cases using the model developed in papers [7–9] to evaluate and compare for our system. The details and constraints of the components, including generations, loads, energy storage, and controls, have been considered in the models.
Problem statement

A microgrid system based on IEEE 34 bus with high renewable energy penetration is proposed and studied in [7–9]. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the microgrid. The original system is 60 Hz, 24.9 kV, 12 MVA with different fixed loads connected to the utility main at bus 800 and no distributed generations (DG) on the system [10]. In order to match the properties of the system with a microgrid under construction at Fort Sill, OK, the nominal voltage of the system is changed to 12 kV and other components of the system, including loads and line impedances, have been scaled accordingly. Four types of power sources are added: a 250 kW solar PV plant, two 750 kW wind turbines, a 1.5 MVA natural gas generator, and two 250 kW, 500 kWh zinc-bromide energy storage elements. The modeling and capacity design for these sources have been presented in [7–9].

A system collapse case has been observed and discussed in previous papers, which signifies the issue of placement and sizing of energy storage systems. Wrong placement of energy storage not only increases the overall microgrid costs but also the risks of low voltage and/or high voltage issues that may damage other devices in the microgrid. Most microgrids are built at low and medium voltage levels, where the distribution lines have significant impedances. Charging and discharging the energy storage in some instances may create voltage instability. In addition, the capability of the energy storage to support the voltage and frequency in the microgrid can be undermined. The strategic storage location and size also determine the threshold for renewable energy penetration, and the so-called stable operation (voltages and frequency) of a system [12]. Having an oversized storage connected at a randomly selected bus within a considerably large microgrid will not intrinsically have the best impact in terms of stability on the rest of the buses. The energy storage system must help supply the critical loads in the case of a shortage from the utility grid, but it has to be located properly to regulate both active/reactive power without an adverse impact on the voltage or frequency. The proper placement also enables the system to alleviate the voltage problems at various buses with smaller current flow from the storage element.

Proposed technique

The voltage sensitivity study is widely used in power system analysis to identify the relationships between voltage magnitude and active/reactive power at a particular bus. These relationships are usually depicted in so-called P-V and Q-V curves. In a transmission system, a Q-V curve is commonly adopted and studied to evaluate the impact of the reactive power on voltage magnitude in terms of dQ/dV [13], as it possesses a good linearity in an acceptable range deriving from the natural property of the overhead transmission line that the inductance is far greater than resistance. By contrast, active power has a negligible impact on the voltage magnitude, which is the reason that various types of reactive power suppliers, so-called reactive power compensators (such as SVC, STATCOM, synchronous condenser, and so on), are installed in the transmission system to supply and stable the system voltage.

However, in the distribution system, the relationship between voltage magnitude and active/reactive power is not as straightforward as that in the transmission system, because the cable selected for low and medium voltage systems has a significant resistance component. Therefore, it is necessary to have not only a reactive power supplier but also an active power supplier (distributed energy storage devices) installed in the system properly. A voltage sensitivity analysis for a distribution system, particularly for a microgrid, becomes challenging because of the coupled impact of active and reactive power on bus voltages.

In this paper, four indexes derived from Newton-Raphson power flow calculation are proposed and used for evaluating the sensitivity of PQ nodes in the power network. The active and reactive power equations for bus \( i \) are computed as [11]:

\[
P_i = V_i^2 G_{ii} + \sum_{j=1}^{N} |V_i V_j Y_{ij}| \cos(\delta_{ij} - \delta_i + \delta_j) \tag{1}
\]

\[
Q_i = -V_i^2 B_{ii} - \sum_{j=1}^{N} |V_i V_j Y_{ij}| \sin(\delta_{ij} - \delta_i + \delta_j) \tag{2}
\]

In this equation, \( P_i \) and \( Q_i \) are injection active and reactive power of bus \( i \), respectively. \( V_i \) and \( V_j \) are the voltage amplitude of bus \( i \) and \( j \), respectively. \( Y_{ij} \) represents mutual-admittance. \( G_{ii} \) and \( B_{ii} \) are conductance and susceptance components of self-admittance at bus \( i \). \( \delta_{ij} \) represents the polar angle of self-admittance at branch \( i \) to \( j \). \( \delta_i \) and \( \delta_j \) are the voltage angles at bus \( i \) and bus \( j \), respectively.

By differentiating equations (1) and (2) with respect to voltage angles and magnitudes, the famous Newton-Raphson power flow equation is obtained in equation (3), where \( \Delta \) is Jacobian matrix containing partial derivatives of active power and reactive power with respect to voltage angles and magnitudes:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \Delta P \\ \Delta Q \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} J_1 & J_2 \\ J_3 & J_4 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \Delta \delta \\ \Delta V \end{bmatrix} \tag{3}
\]
Equation (3) is used to solve the power flow in a power system, while also looking to solve voltage sensitivity analysis increments of voltage angles and magnitudes. Therefore, a reversed calculation is proposed in this paper. The equation is shown in (4), where $U$ is defined as inverse Jacobian matrix. It also has four components, shown in equations (5–8):

$$
\frac{\Delta V}{\Delta P} = [U_1 \ U_2 \ U_3 \ U_4] \begin{bmatrix} \Delta P \\ \Delta Q \end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
U_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial \delta_2}{\partial p_2} & \frac{\partial \delta_2}{\partial p_3} & \cdots & \frac{\partial \delta_2}{\partial p_n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial \delta_n}{\partial p_2} & \frac{\partial \delta_n}{\partial p_3} & \cdots & \frac{\partial \delta_n}{\partial p_n}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
U_2 = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial \delta_2}{\partial q_2} & \frac{\partial \delta_2}{\partial q_3} & \cdots & \frac{\partial \delta_2}{\partial q_n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial \delta_n}{\partial q_2} & \frac{\partial \delta_n}{\partial q_3} & \cdots & \frac{\partial \delta_n}{\partial q_n}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
U_3 = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial |V_2|}{\partial p_2} & \frac{\partial |V_2|}{\partial p_3} & \cdots & \frac{\partial |V_2|}{\partial p_n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial |V_n|}{\partial p_2} & \frac{\partial |V_n|}{\partial p_3} & \cdots & \frac{\partial |V_n|}{\partial p_n}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
U_4 = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial |V_2|}{\partial q_2} & \frac{\partial |V_2|}{\partial q_3} & \cdots & \frac{\partial |V_2|}{\partial q_n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial |V_n|}{\partial q_2} & \frac{\partial |V_n|}{\partial q_3} & \cdots & \frac{\partial |V_n|}{\partial q_n}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

$U_1$, $U_2$, $U_3$, and $U_4$ naturally represent the voltage change (both angle and magnitude) per increment of power (both active and reactive) not only on the same bus, but also represent the impacts on other buses. They contain all the information about system line structure and configuration. However, they are hardly analyzed and criticized when the system is large and complex. Therefore, to meet the objective of voltage assessment while simplifying the analysis, four voltage sensitivity indexes are defined in equations (9–12). These indexes are the summation of the columns of the inverted Jacobean matrix divided by the number of nodes. They define a mathematical weighted measurement to indicate whether a particular node has a significant contribution to the system voltages on average when an energy storage device is installed at that location.

$$
\text{Index}_{1i} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \frac{\partial \delta_i}{\partial p_k}}{n}
$$

$$
\text{Index}_{2i} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \frac{\partial |V_i|}{\partial p_k}}{n}
$$

$$
\text{Index}_{3i} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \frac{\partial \delta_i}{\partial q_k}}{n}
$$

$$
\text{Index}_{4i} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \frac{\partial |V_i|}{\partial q_k}}{n}
$$

Candidate bus selection

The flow chart of the proposed methodology is depicted in Figure 2. The steady state planning methodology calculates the indexes once the Newton-Raphson method converges to meet the requirements of the power flow. A change in the loading condition is applied at a selected node in the system and the indexes are recalculated. After following this procedure for various loading conditions, the voltage sensitivity indexes for each node are obtained.

Figure 2. Diagram of the Process Used to Calculate the Indexes

Figure 3 shows curves of four indexes with respect to different loading conditions for the four selected buses after applying the proposed method to the microgrid. At first glance, the four curves look identical, but when zoomed-in they are different. The explanation and analyses of the curves, as well as the selected zoomed in pictures, will be discussed further. Before that, it is important to mention that the microgrid studied in the paper is a three-phase unbalanced system. There are several single- and two-phase branches. Because the energy storage systems should be installed at three-phase buses, and because the Newton-Raphson method is suitable for balanced systems, all the single- and two-phase branches are pruned, and an equivalent three-phase balancing modification is applied. The comparison of bus voltages (three-phase) per unit between original and balanced systems is shown in Table 1. The error is negligible, so the approximation is acceptable.

Figure 3. Curves of Four Indexes for the Microgrid with Respect to Different Loading Conditions
Table 1. Comparison of Three-Phase Bus Voltages Between the Original and Balanced Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus No.</th>
<th>Original (p.u.)</th>
<th>Average (p.u.)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802</td>
<td>1.0481</td>
<td>1.0481</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806</td>
<td>1.0470</td>
<td>1.0470</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>808</td>
<td>1.0253</td>
<td>1.0253</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>812</td>
<td>0.9990</td>
<td>0.9994</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>814</td>
<td>0.9787</td>
<td>0.9794</td>
<td>0.00152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>0.9786</td>
<td>0.9794</td>
<td>0.00175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>816</td>
<td>0.9784</td>
<td>0.9788</td>
<td>0.00388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>824</td>
<td>0.9696</td>
<td>0.9696</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>828</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>0.9691</td>
<td>0.004129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830</td>
<td>0.9517</td>
<td>0.9517</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>854</td>
<td>0.9512</td>
<td>0.9513</td>
<td>0.001051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852</td>
<td>0.9211</td>
<td>0.9215</td>
<td>0.004343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>832</td>
<td>0.9211</td>
<td>0.9215</td>
<td>0.004343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888</td>
<td>0.9035</td>
<td>0.9032</td>
<td>0.003193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>890</td>
<td>0.8830</td>
<td>0.8838</td>
<td>0.00901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>0.9188</td>
<td>0.9190</td>
<td>0.001088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>804</td>
<td>0.9116</td>
<td>0.9116</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>842</td>
<td>0.9158</td>
<td>0.9159</td>
<td>0.001092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>844</td>
<td>0.9155</td>
<td>0.9156</td>
<td>0.001092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>846</td>
<td>0.9156</td>
<td>0.9157</td>
<td>0.001092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848</td>
<td>0.9157</td>
<td>0.9158</td>
<td>0.001092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860</td>
<td>0.9154</td>
<td>0.9155</td>
<td>0.001092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>836</td>
<td>0.9152</td>
<td>0.9153</td>
<td>0.001093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>862</td>
<td>0.9153</td>
<td>0.9154</td>
<td>0.001093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>840</td>
<td>0.9151</td>
<td>0.9152</td>
<td>0.001093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summation of errors (%)</td>
<td>0.60106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in determining the placement of energy storage devices in the microgrid, the voltage sensitivity indexes are used to indicate the best candidates of nodes, where the regulating of active and reactive power has a significant impact on the system voltage magnitudes [14]. Therefore, Indexes II and IV draw more attention and are enlarged to show details in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Four locations are selected as candidates: bus 828, bus 862, bus 848, and bus 858, namely as locations I–VI, respectively. The last three candidates are selected because they are the top three sensitive buses in the microgrid, indicated by Indexes II and IV in Figure 3. Bus 828 is at a medium level of sensitivity selected as a candidate to be compared. It is also the original location for energy storage studied in [7–9].

As in determining the placement of energy storage devices in the microgrid, the voltage sensitivity indexes are used to indicate the best candidates of nodes, where the regulating of active and reactive power has a significant impact on the system voltage magnitudes [14]. Therefore, Indexes II and IV draw more attention and are enlarged to show details in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Four locations are selected as candidates: bus 828, bus 862, bus 848, and bus 858, namely as locations I–VI, respectively. The last three candidates are selected because they are the top three sensitive buses in the microgrid, indicated by Indexes II and IV in Figure 3. Bus 828 is at a medium level of sensitivity selected as a candidate to be compared. It is also the original location for energy storage studied in [7–9].

Table 2. Values of Index II and IV for Nominal Loading Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Bus No.</th>
<th>Index II</th>
<th>Index IV</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.0820</td>
<td>rad / p.u. power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.0875</td>
<td>p.u. volts / p.u. power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.0875</td>
<td>rad / p.u. R’ power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.0863</td>
<td>p.u. volts / p.u. R’ power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the main consequences of finding possible candidates for the storage location by using the proposed methodology opens the possibility of determining which possible locations for storage placement are in larger systems, and as the microgrid concept expands upstream in the system.
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Results from modeling the case in PSCAD

In order to examine and evaluate the selected candidates obtained from the proposed methodology, various simulations and tests are conducted. The system is modeled in PSCAD. The detailed system configuration and transmission line information are described in [7–9]. The model offers a wide variety of detailed models, such as voltage regulators, unbalanced transmission lines, different types of loads, and various generations and their controls, including wind power, solar PV, energy storage devices, and diesel generators. The main advantage of using PSCAD is that a real-time simulation result can be obtained to assess the effects of storage in different locations with consideration to the controls and operations of the system.

The microgrid operation was tested and analyzed in four different operation modes, defined as [15] island mode, grid-connected mode, transition from grid-connected to island mode, and transition from island mode to grid-connected mode. Each one of these modes has its own power quality issues that affect the stability of the system, and primarily the voltage stability.

Discharging at 300 kW for a low voltage scenario in island mode

First, a 300 kW discharging for energy storage system at four locations in island mode is studied. The one-line diagram of the microgrid and four candidate locations are shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. One-Line Diagram of the Microgrid with Four Selected Locations](image)

A 1.4 MW nominal load is considered during simulation. No renewable generations are providing power to the system, as this test focuses on a low voltage scenario. A 500 kW ZBB battery equipped with an inverter interfaces to the microgrid at four different locations. The voltage values are monitored across all three-phase buses of the system, before and after the battery is discharged. These voltage results are captured once the steady state has been achieved.

Figure 7 shows the three-phase average voltage change per unit, when the battery is discharging at 300 kW (60% of the rated power). From the three-dimensional figure, it can be observed that location I has the lowest increase in voltage throughout all buses. Locations II, III, and IV have a bigger increase in voltage as the battery is discharged.

![Figure 7. 3D Chart of Nodal Voltage Changes When Battery is Discharging at 300 kW in Island Mode at Selected Locations](image)

Locations II, III, and IV have similar performances. An average of all bus voltage change is computed to determine which location is better and more effective. The results are shown and compared in Figure 8, where locations II and IV are the best choices.

![Figure 8. Average Changes per Node When Battery is Discharging at 300 kW in Island Mode at Selected Four Locations](image)
Charging at 400 kW for a high voltage scenario in grid-connected mode

A 400 kW charging scenario is tested in grid-connected mode. The objective of this test is to evaluate the ability of decreasing system voltages by charging the battery so that a higher renewable penetration can be achieved in a light load condition. The procedure is similar to case A.

Figure 9 shows that all 26 three-phase bus voltages change when a battery is placed at four selected locations charging at 400 kW. Again, location I exhibits the lowest decrease in voltage throughout the three-phase nodes of the system. Also, as expected from the voltage sensitivity analysis, the effects of charging a battery placed at locations II, III, and IV are much higher. In order to quantify the effect per node, an arithmetical average is computed. The result is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9. 3D Chart of Nodal Voltage Changes When Battery is Charging at 400 kW in Grid-Connect Mode at Selected Locations

Figure 10. Average Changes per Node When Battery is Charging at 400 kW in Grid-Connect Mode at Selected Four Locations

Real-time scenario

From cases A and B, one can conclude that locations II, III, and IV are the best potential candidates. However, these two tests are steady state analysis. It is necessary to run a time sequence simulation to evaluate and find out which location is the most effective for system voltage management. Therefore, a more realistic simulation has been done in this case by importing a typical daily wind profile and a typical sunny solar irradiation profile for the city of Milwaukee into the complete system model in PSCAD. A 24-hour simulation has been run for all four locations. The power management and controls, as well as load shedding criteria, have been stated in [9].

The following energy quality indexes are defined and calculated to illustrate the voltage performance and storage effectiveness for 24-hour operation.

- Number of high voltage violations (HVV) during 24 hours. A high voltage violation is defined as voltage above 1.05 p.u. that remains above this value before the system controls react to set it down
- Number of low voltage violations (LVV) during 24 hours. A low voltage violation is defined as the decrease of voltage below 0.92 p.u. that remains below this value before the system controls react to push it up
- Time duration for HVV and LVV during 24 hours. Time in minutes that the voltage stays above 1.05 p.u. and below 0.92 p.u.
- Index of storage charging effectiveness (SCE)
  \[ SCE = \frac{\text{total energy charged (MWh)}}{\text{total high voltage duration (min)}} \]
- Index of storage discharging effectiveness (SDE)
  \[ SDE = \frac{\text{total energy discharged (MWh)}}{\text{total low voltage duration (min)}} \]

The results of these five indexes are shown in Table 3. It is worth noticing that location III is not a valid place to install energy storage devices, because on the same bus there is a 750 kW wind power generation, and the parallel of two generations without any impedance in between causes a dramatic voltage variation during transient. Therefore, location III is eliminated because it is not a stable solution.

As shown in Table 3, location II has an overall better performance than the other locations. It has less time duration of low and high voltage violations, and shows a higher SCE and SDE for a 24-hour interval, probing the effectiveness of location II versus the other locations.

Table 3. Comparison of Five Indexes for 24-Hour Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Location I</th>
<th>Location II</th>
<th>Location III</th>
<th>Location IV</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of HVV</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of LVV</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time duration of HVV</td>
<td>195.84</td>
<td>25.92</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>27.12</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time duration of LVV</td>
<td>95.28</td>
<td>73.56</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>73.62</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE</td>
<td>0.02468</td>
<td>0.621118</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.568181</td>
<td>MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDE</td>
<td>0.510204</td>
<td>0.56497</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.543478</td>
<td>MW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In addition, the power quality indexes, namely SAIDI, SAIFI, and CAIDI, are calculated. These parameters are widely used by utility companies to evaluate power quality and reliability. SAIDI is the average outage duration for each customer served. SAIDI is measured in units of time, often minutes. It is usually measured over the course of a year, and the median value for North American utilities is around 1.5 hours. It is described as follows:

\[ \text{SAIDI} = \frac{\text{Total duration of customer interruptions}}{\text{Total number of customers served}} \]

SAIFI is the average number of interruptions that a customer would experience. SAIFI is measured in units of interruptions per customer. It is usually measured over the course of a year, and the median value for North American utilities is approximately 1.1. SAIFI is described as:

\[ \text{SAIFI} = \frac{\text{Total number of customer interruptions}}{\text{Total number of customers served}} \]

CAIDI is the Customer Average Interruption Duration Index and is described as:

\[ \text{CAIDI} = \frac{\text{Total duration of customer interruptions}}{\text{Total number of customer interruptions}} = \text{SAIDI} - \frac{\text{SAIDI}}{\text{SAIFI}} \]

The results obtained for the 24-hour simulation are given in Table 4. Coherently to Table 3, location II is the best solution that exhibits fewer customer interruptions than other locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Comparison of Power Quality Indexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAIDI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

This paper presented voltage sensitivity indexes derived from the inverse of Jacobian matrix from Newton-Raphson power flow analysis. The indexes imply the sensitivity of nodal voltages (both angles and magnitudes) in terms of four components: \( \Delta V/\Delta P \), \( \Delta V/\Delta Q \), \( \Delta \theta/\Delta P \), and \( \Delta \theta/\Delta Q \). By calculating these indexes, the candidate buses for installing the energy storage devices are found. To test and demonstrate the methodology, three cases have been studied. The results from the sensitivity analysis and case studies indicate the same conclusion, that locations II, III, and IV are better than the original selection in previous studies [7–9]. After applying a 24-hour time-sequence simulation, location II is found to be the best solution.
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